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REVIEW

Current management of severe acquired aplastic anemia
Tratamento atual da anemia aplástica adquirida grave

Phillip Scheinberg1

ABSTRACT
Overall survival in severe aplastic anemia has markedly 
improved in the past four decades due to advances in stem cell 
transplantation, immunosuppressive therapies and supportive care. 
Horse anti-thymocyte globulin plus cyclosporine is the standard 
immunosuppressive regimen in severe aplastic anemia, and often 
employed as initial therapy as most are not candidates for a matched 
related stem cell transplantation. With this regimen, hematologic 
response can be achieved in 60 to 70% of cases, but relapse is 
observed in 30 to 40% of responders and clonal evolution in 10 to 15% 
of patients. Efforts to improve outcomes beyond horse anti-thymocyte 
globulin plus cyclosporine have been disappointing, with no significant 
improvement in the critical parameter of hematologic response, 
which strongly correlates with long-term survival in severe aplastic 
anemia. Furthermore, rates of relapse and clonal evolution have also 
not improved with the development of three drug regimens or with 
more lymphocytotoxic therapies. Therefore, horse anti-thymocyte 
globulin plus cyclosporine remains the standard immunosuppression 
of choice as first therapy in severe aplastic anemia. Interestingly, 
survival has markedly improved over the years in large part due to 
better anti-infective therapy and more successful salvage therapies 
with immunosuppression and stem cell transplantation. In this review 
general aspects of diagnosis and management are discussed.

Keywords: Anemia, aplastic/diagnosis; Anemia, aplastic/drug 
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RESUMO
A sobrevida em pacientes com grave anemia aplástica melhorou 
muito nas últimas quatro décadas. Isso se deve a progressos no 
transplante de células hematopoiéticas, terapias imunossupressoras 
e terapia de suporte. O tratamento padrão imunossupressivo é o 
uso de ciclosporina mais globulina antitimocítica de soro de cavalo, 
terapêutica que é frequentemente a inicial, pois a maior parte dos 
pacientes não dispõe de parente HLA compatível para transplante 
de células hematopoiéticas relacionadas. Com esse esquema, 
remissões são obtidas em 60 a 70% dos casos, mas recaídas se 

seguem em 30 a 40% dos respondedores e há evolução clonal em 
10 a 15% dos pacientes. Tentativas de melhorar os resultados com 
outras terapias, além de ciclosporina e globulina antitimocítica, têm 
sido desapontadoras, sem melhora significativa nos resultados dos 
parâmetros hematológicos críticos de resposta, que se correlacionam 
à sobrevida a longo prazo em anemia aplástica grave. As percentagens 
de recaída e de evolução clonal não melhoram com a introdução de 
esquemas com três drogas ou mais terapêuticas linfotóxicas. Assim, 
ciclosporina e globulina antitimocítica permanecem o tratamento 
padrão de primeira escolha para anemia aplástica grave. Cabe apontar 
que a sobrevida melhorou muito no decorrer do tempo, graças, em boa 
parte, a melhoras na terapia anti-infecciosa e aos melhores resultados 
de terapia de salvage, com imunussupressão e transplante de células 
hematopoiéticas. Nesta revisão são apresentados aspectos gerais de 
diagnósticos e de tratamento.

Descritores: Anemia aplástica/diagnóstico; Anemia aplástica/
quimioterapia; Transplante de células-tronco hematopoiéticas; 
Agentes imunossupressores/uso terapêutico

INTRODUCTION
Severe aplastic anemia (SAA) has evolved from a 
disease with a high fatality rate in the 1960s to one 
in which long-term survival can be achieved in the 
majority of patients after diagnosis(1). Pancytopenia is 
characteristic and bone marrow is classically empty as a 
result of significant diminution of hematopoietic stem 
and progenitors cells. Current clinical and laboratory 
evidence supports an immune pathophysiology in 
which effector cells and related cytokines recognize 
and destroy primitive elements of the bone marrow(2). 
Hematopoiesis can be restored in SAA with stem cell 
transplantation (SCT) or immunosuppressive therapy(2). 
The majority of patients are not candidates for a 
matched related SCT due to lack of a histocompatible 
sibling, age, comorbidities or inaccessibility to 
transplant; therefore, immunosuppression is the most 
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widely employed treatment modality worldwide in 
SAA. 

The most well-studied immunosuppressive 
regimens in SAA have been based on anti-thymocyte 
globulin (ATG). Currently there are two commercially 
available preparations of ATG, one derived from 
horse and the other from rabbit. ATG is produced 
by stimulating an animal with T cells derived from 
the human thymus or cell lines, which results in the 
production of xenogeneic polyclonal antibodies that 
recognize several molecules expressed on the surface 
of the T lymphocyte. The serum is then purified to 
remove red cell contamination and complement is 
deactivated. Although the manufacturing of both 
ATGs are similar, important distinct biologic activities 
have been shown in vitro and in vivo, suggesting that 
there are different effects among these agents on the 
human immune system(3,4).

The standard regimen in SAA is with horse ATG 
plus cyclosporine (CsA), which produces hematologic 
recovery in 60 to 70% of cases and very good long 
term survival in particular among responders(2). 
However, hematologic relapse occurs in 30 to 40% 
of responders and clonal evolution to myeodysplasia 
in 10 to 15%(5). Therefore, the occurrence of these 
two late events limits the success of horse ATG/
CsA in the clinic. Several attempts have been made 
to improve beyond standard horse ATG/CsA but to 
date none have been shown superior. The addition 
of a third agent to standard horse ATG/CsA such as 
G-CSF, androgens, mycophenolate mofetil or sirolimus 
have not resulted in better hematologic response 
and survival outcomes(6-9). Furthermore, more potent 
lymphocytotoxic agents such as cyclophosphamide, 
rabbit ATG, and alemtuzumab have not performed 
better than horse ATG in randomized controlled trials(10-

12). Thus, despite these efforts, horse ATG/CsA remains 
the standard regimen in SAA. In this brief review some 
of the practical aspects in the management of SAA and 
recent data will be discussed. 

DISEASE PRESENTATION AND DIAGNOSIS OF SAA
Patients with SAA often seek medical attention due to 
complications from pancytopenia. Symptoms derive 
from low blood counts. Anemia leads to fatigue, 
weakness, headaches, and dyspnea. Thrombocytopenia 
produces mucocutaneous bleeding with frequent 
complaints being petechiae, epistaxis and gingival 
bleeding. Although infrequent, the most concerning 
complication of thrombocytopenia is intracranial 
hemorrhage. Bacterial and fungal infections in 
the setting of neutropenia are a major cause of 
morbidity and mortality, and require immediate 

medical intervention. Constitutional symptoms, 
lymphadenomegaly or organomegaly are not 
characteristic of SAA and suggest another diagnosis. 
Symptoms can occur from days to weeks before a 
blood test is performed and pancytopenia detected. 
Severe pancytopenia is generally defined as having 
two of the following three peripheral blood count 
criteria: absolute neutrophil count < 500 /mL, platelet 
count < 20,000 /mL, and absolute reticulocyte count < 
60,000 /mL(13). 

Severe aplastic anemia is a diagnosis of exclusion 
and the main distinction to be made is with other 
primary marrow diseases. In SAA, cellularity is always 
reduced for age (< 30%) but areas of patchy cellularity 
(so called “hot spots”) can sometimes be present. 
Secondary causes of pancytopenia (autoimmune 
diseases, vitamin deficiencies, hypersplenism, 
alcoholism, certain infections etc.) can often be 
excluded by routine history, physical examination 
and laboratory testing. Single lineage cytopenia with 
a decrease in the corresponding marrow progenitor 
population suggests pure red cell aplasia (anemia, 
reticulocytopenia, and absent erythroid marrow 
precursors), agranulocytosis (neutropenia, relevant 
drug exposure, and absent granulocytic marrow 
precursors), or amegakaryocytic thrombocytopenic 
purpura (thrombocytopenia and absent marrow 
megakaryocytes). Marrow fibrosis, organomegaly, and 
leukoerythroblastosis suggest myelofibrosis. In rare 
instances leukemias can present with a hypocellular 
marrow therefore careful examination of the spicules 
for blasts is important. In those with a more indolent 
course of cytopenia and a cellular marrow, flow 
cytometric assay and T-cell gene rearrangement 
studies may reveal a clonal population suggestive of 
large granular lymphocytic leukemia. 

The more difficult distinction is between SAA and 
myelodysplasia, which can present with a hypocellular 
marrow in about 20% of cases(14). Dysplastic changes 
in SAA are often modest with more striking findings 
present in myelodysplasia. In SAA, bone marrow 
cytogenetics is almost always normal while in 
myelodysplasia, frequently abnormal. A paroxysmal 
nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) clone, characterized 
by red blood cells and neutrophils deficient in 
glycosylphosphatidilinositol anchored proteins (e.g., 
CD55 and CD59) can be detected at presentation by 
flow cytometry in about 40 to 50% of SAA (AA/PNH) 
and in about 20% of patients with myelodysplasia(14). 
In these cases, clone size is often small and hemolysis 
may be undetectable (especially in transfused cases) 
and thrombosis unusual. The clone size can expand 
over time and lead to more significant clinical 
hemolysis. Primary PNH occurs when the degree of 
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cytopenia is not severe and the clinical symptoms 
are dominated by severe hemolysis (manifested by 
anemia, elevated lactate dehydrogenase level and 
dark urine), esophageal spasm, abdominal pain and/or 
complications of thrombosis (Budd-Chiari, deep vein 
thrombosis, and strokes).

In a subset of patients, mutations in telomerase genes 
have been identified(15,16). An intact telomerase complex 
is essential to counter the erosion of chromosome ends 
(telomeres) that occur naturally with each cell division. 
Cells with a very high proliferative potential (such as 
lymphocytes and hematopoietic stem cells) rely on 
elongation of the telomeric ends (by the telomerase 
complex) to prevent critical shortening of the telomeres 
and its consequence, replicative senescence and cell 
death. Mutations in the RNA component (encoded by 
TERC) and the catalytic subunit (encoded by TERT) 
of this complex have been classically associated to 
inherited forms of marrow failure, such as dyskeratosis 
congenita(17). However, the stigmata commonly 
associated to dyskeratosis congenita (short stature, nail 
dystrophy, oral leukoplakia) is lacking in these patients 
with “acquired” SAA(16). In these cases, telomere 
length is often very short in the first decile. The 
impact of these findings in the clinic for this subset of 
patients is not yet understood. A shorter age-adjusted 
telomere length has not been associated to response to 
immunosuppression, however, a strong correlation with 
late events of hematologic relapse and clonal evolution 
have been observed(18). In addition, in SAA patients 
who carry a mutation in telomerase genes, response 
to immunosuppression has been observed. Therefore, 
the proper incorporation of these findings in the clinic 
should await validation from prospective studies. 

MANAGEMENT OF SAA
Treatment modality
Once a diagnosis of SAA is established, the initial 
management includes either SCT or immunosuppressive 
therapy. Both are considered definitive therapies with 
comparable long-term survival outcomes(2). In children 
and young adults with a histocompatible sibling, a 
matched sibling SCT is the preferred first therapy, in 
older patients (over 30 to 40 years of age) or in those who 
lack a histocompatible sibling, immunosuppression 
is the initial therapy of choice. Alternative donor SCT 
should only be considered in the salvage setting after 
immunosuppression in those who remain refractory or 
who experience late complications of relapse or clonal 
evolution. 

Although survival after a matched unrelated donor 
SCT has improved in recent years(19,20), experience 

from large registry studies suggests that outcomes are 
still inferior to those of a matched related HSCT(21-

23). Graft-versus-host disease, engraftment (in older 
patients)(24), and infectious are still problematic 
complications. More recently long-term outcome for 
pediatric patients undergoing immunosuppressive 
therapy with horse ATG/CsA has been reported: 
long-term survival for all patients was about 80% and 
among those who responded to immunosuppression, 
at about 90%(25). Therefore, in view of these excellent 
results, children who lack a matched sibling should 
receive immunosuppression as first therapy. 

Peripheral blood mobilized CD34+ cells have 
gained popularity as a stem cell source in several 
transplant centers since the late 1990s in large part 
due to the less invasive collection process. However, 
in the last 5 years, increased incidence of graft-versus-
host disease has been reported in SAA compared 
to historical rates with bone marrow derived stem 
cells(26). These results have been recently confirmed 
by studies in the American registry(27), corroborating 
the notion that incidence of graft-versus-host disease 
with G-CSF mobilized stem cells was worst than 
bone marrow derived progenitor cells. As there is no 
benefits of graft-versus-host disease in SAA transplant 
outcomes, bone marrow should be the preferred 
source of stem cells in patients with SAA undergoing 
SCT. 

INITIAL IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE THERAPY
The standard immunosuppressive regimen in SAA is with 
horse ATG plus cyclosporine once this combination was 
shown to be superior to horse ATG alone in a randomized 
trial reported 20 years ago(28). Since then, there has been 
a very large experience with this regimen across large 
studies in the United States, Europe, and Japan (Table 
1). In the past two decades, several alternative regimens 
were developed to improve beyond horse ATG/CsA with 
limited success. Probably one of the most well-studied 
regimens included the addition of G-CSF to standard 
horse ATG/CsA(8,9,29,30). Although a shorter duration of 
neutropenia and fewer infectious complications were 
reported in the G-CSF treated patients, there was no 
difference in hematologic response or survival rate 
compared to horse ATG/CsA without G-CSF. In a recently 
reported large randomized study including 192 patients 
again no differences in response and survival were 
observed when G-CSF was added to standard horse ATG/
CsA(9). Therefore, data from several prospective studies 
does not support the routine use of G-CSF with horse 
ATG/CsA in SAA. 

The addition of a third immunosuppressive agent 
to horse ATG/CsA although rational, did not improve 
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outcomes in SAA. In a study of over one hundred patients, 
the addition of mycophenolate mofetil to horse ATG/
CsA did not improve the response, relapse and clonal 
evolution rates compared to historical controls(6), and in a 
prospective randomized study, the addition of sirolimus 
to horse ATG/CsA was not superior to the same regimen 
without sirolimus(7). More controversial has been the 
use of cyclophosphamide in SAA. The activity of this 
agent in SAA was first reported about 40 years ago(31) 
but the larger experience with this regimen reported 
only in the past 10 to 15 years(32). However, when directly 
compared to standard horse ATG/CsA in a randomized 
trial, cyclophosphamide was excessively toxic leading 
to severe life-threatening fungal complications and 
deaths, resulting in early termination of the study(10). To 
date, the favorable experience with cyclophosphamide 
in SAA has not been reproduced outside a single center 
casting doubts on the generalizability of this experience. 
It is particularly difficult to exclude patient selection 
bias (exclusion of those unlikely to respond, with poor 
prognosis, older, uninsured etc.) in the Hopkins experience 
which likely accounts for the significant differences 
in outcomes observed with this regimen. Therefore, 
cyclophosphamide should be considered experimental 
and administered in SAA only in the context of a clinical 
research protocol. 

The addition of more lymphocytotoxic agents have 
also been disappointing. Alemtuzumab when given as 
first therapy was inferior to standard horse ATG/CsA in a 
randomized study and its use was therefore discontinued 
in this setting(12). More importantly, rabbit ATG/CsA, which 
has been successful in the salvage setting, performed 
poorly when directly compared to horse ATG/CsA in 
a prospective randomized trial(11). The hematologic 
response to rabbit ATG was 30% lower than horse ATG, 
which resulted in about a 20% lower survival rate(11). It is 
important to note that the study was developed 6 years 
ago to show the opposite, that rabbit ATG be a superior 
regimen compared to horse ATG.

Therefore, horse ATG/CsA should remain the 
immunosuppressive regimen of choice as first therapy 
in SAA. The findings from this study were unanticipated 
and have immediate impact on patient care in Europe, 
Asia and South America were horse ATG is not 
available.  

MANAGEMENT IN THE SALVAGE SETTING
Refractory SAA
In patients unresponsive to initial horse ATG/CsA, treatment 
options include a repeat course of immunosuppression or 
SCT in suitable candidates. In children and young adults 
with a histocompatible unrelated donor (10/10), SCT is 
a viable option. For all other patients, a repeat course of 
immunosuppression is generally recommended. There is 
a greater experience with rabbit ATG/CsA in this setting 
which produces hematologic response rate that has 
varied from 30 to 77%(12,33,34). More recently, alemtuzumab 
monotherapy (without cyclosporine) has shown similar 
activity in refractory SAA and is an alternative in those 
who tolerated ATG and/or cyclosporine poorly or in older 
patients(12). In patients who remain refractory to two 
courses of immunosuppression, a third course is unlikely 
to be of benefit, unless there is evidence of increment 
in blood counts with prior courses(35). In these cases, 
non-immunosuppressive options can be tried such 
as a course of male hormones or growth factors for 3 
months. In persistent refractory patients with a very low 
neutrophil count, more risky transplant modalities from 
mismatched unrelated, umbilical cord of haploidentical 
donors can be considered. It is important to note that 
in the absence of very severe neutropenia and/or life-
threatening infections, most patients can be supported 
(transfusions and growth factors) for years, albeit with 
an impact in quality of life. In these cases, proper iron 
chelation should be instituted to prevent long-term 
complications of iron overload. With advances in the 
antifungal armamentarium and supportive care in the past 
decade, survival in those refractory patients has markedly 

Table 1. Immunosuppression studies based on horse antitimic globulin/ciclosporin in severe aplastic anemia

NIH: National Institutes of Health; EGBMT: European Group for Blood & Marrow Transplantation. 

Study Years    n Median Age (years) Response (%) Relapse  (%) Clonal evolution (%)    Survival
German(28) 1986-1989   84 32     65   19            8 58% at 11 years
NIH(5) 1991-1998  122 35     61   35           11 55% at 7 years
EGBMT(42) 1991-1998  100 16     77   12           11 87% at 5 years
Japan(8) 1992-1997  119 9     68   22           6 88% at 3 years
German/Austrian(43) 1993-1997  114 9     77   12           6 87% at 4 years
Japan(30) 1996-2000  101 54     74   42           8 88% at 4 years
NIH(6) 1999-2003  104 30     62   37           9 80% at 4 years
EGBMT(9) 2002-2008  192 46     70   33           4 76% at 6 years
NIH(7) 2003-2005   77 26     57   26           10 93% at 3 years
NIH(11) 2005-2010  120  28     68   28           21 96% at 3 years
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improved over the years(1). Therefore, the conduct in 
those who remain unresponsive to immunosuppression 
should be individualized taking into consideration age, 
comorbidities, neutrophil count, donor availability, 
infectious history, degree of transfusion support, and 
patient preference. 

Relapsed SAA
In patients who relapse, improvement in blood counts 
can often be achieved with more immunosuppression. 
Despite the need for more therapy, relapse has not been 
associated to worst survival in SAA(5). In these cases, 
re-introduction of oral cyclosporine for 3 months can 
be effective. Rabbit ATG plus CsA has been shown to 
produce response rates of about 50 to 60% in this setting 
across several studies(33,36). In a more recent experience, 
alemtuzumab without cyclosporine showed a response 
rate of about 55% in relapsed SAA, suggesting that it is a 
viable option in this setting as well(12). 

Clonal evolution
The acquisition of karyotype abnormalities represents 
the most concerning late complication in SAA. In 
particular, monosomy 7 associates to refractoriness to 
immunosuppression, falling counts, and progression to 
leukemia(37). However, not all cytogenetic abnormalities 
carry the same dire outcome. Trisomy 8 has not 
been associated to worst survival and a higher rate 
of responsiveness to immunosuppression is likely in 
these patients(37). Therefore, the interpretation of a new 
cytogenetic finding should be placed into clinical context. 
For example, in a patient who has a new cytogenetic 
abnormality identified along with falling counts and 
new dysplastic changes in the marrow, evolution to 
myelodysplasia is more likely. However, when a karyotype 
abnormality is detected in the setting of stable counts and 
no new dysplastic findings, its interpretation becomes less 
clear. In these cases, close monitoring of blood counts, 
bone marrow morphology and cytogenetics becomes 
important to better define the impact of the karyotype 
finding. On occasion, cytogenetic abnormalities may be 
transient and not necessarily represent a myelodysplastic 
transformation. One exception is the identification of a 
monosomy 7 karyotype, which almost always correlates 
with dysplastic findings in the marrow and progressive 
disease. 

Unfortunately there are no good treatment options 
in those who evolve to myelodysplasia, with the only 
definitive therapy being SCT. In those who are suitable 
candidates, HSCT should be pursued from a matched 
sibling (preferred) or unrelated donor. Hypomethylating 
drugs may be a therapeutic option but there’s limited 

experience with these agents in myelodysplasia that 
evolved from SAA. Nevertheless, this strategy is not 
perceived as definitive therapy in most cases. In those who 
are not transplant candidates and remain unresponsive 
to hypomethylating agents, enrollment into a clinical 
trial should be considered. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Nowadays, the majority of patients are expected to be 
alive years after the diagnosis of SAA(1). With one or two 
courses of immunosuppression, hematologic response 
rate can be achieved in 75 to 90% of cases, which closely 
correlates to long-term survival. As horse ATG is not 
available outside the United States, the hematology 
community will have to work with regulatory agencies in 
Europe, Asia and South America to address the lack of the 
superior immunosuppressive regimen for SAA patients in 
these markets.

The timing of HSCT and role of alternative donor 
HSCT are evolving and will require prospective validation. 
Parameters that are predictive of response and survival 
such as the pre-treatment absolute reticulocyte are likely 
to contribute in individualized risk assessment in SAA(38-

41). It is likely that future algorithms in SAA will include 
predictors of outcomes that better risk stratifies patients 
allowing for more tailored therapies. 
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